Kohno, R. and H. Imai, Combination of decoding of error-correcting codes and equalization for channels with intersymbol interference, Discrete Applied Mathematics 33 (1991) 129-146. This paper describes structures and algorithms to carry out combined decoding of an errorcorrecting code (ECC) and equalization, which can improve the performance in a channel for a noise with intersymbol interference (ISI) over that obtainable with a separate decoder and equalizer. Two types of structures and algorithms for combined decoding and equalization are presented. Equalization can achieve stable adaptation for unknown characteristics or/and variance of a channel by using some information obtained in decoding, while decoding can be modified to adapt to the condition of a channel by exploiting information from equalization. In particular, a method to utilize the reliability of decoded data to minimize the misadjustment and error propagation due to undetected errors and miscorrected data in decoding of an ECC is proposed. Moreover, an adaptive decoding scheme based on the combined decoding and equalization is proposed to detect or correct correlated errors arising from IS1 and filtering. It can reduce decoding complexity by using information about the IS1 obtained in equalization. Theoretical error probability and simulation results are given to evaluate the system.
Introduction
Coding theory and signal processing have different origins and routes of development, but they have been increasingly exchanging useful results with each other. It is well known that the properties of the discrete Fourier transform caLl be used to decoding in the presence of ISI, but their method is applicable only to a characteristic known and time invariant channel [ 111.
When an ECC or a coded modulation scheme is used to achieve reliable high speed digital transmission in a channel with intersymbol interference (ISI) as well as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the code is usually decoded after decisions on the signals which are equalized to compensate for the ISI. In a conventional system, the decoder is operated independently of the automatic equalizer that eliminates the IS1 in characteristics unknown or/and time varying channels. In this paper, we present structures and algorithms for combined decoding and equalization that permit these devices to exchange useful information. The combination consists of a method to utilize information from decoding for equalization and a method to utilize information from equalization for decoding.
Two types of structure to carry out combined decoding and equalization are presented, in which a decoder and an equalizer exchange useful information with each other. The first one is an AEDEC, i.e., an automatic equalizer that includes a decoder for an ECC [S] . An AEDEC can obtain stable convergence of the filter coefficients to their optimal values in the sense of minimum mean square error even in heavy IS1 and AWGN, since it can reduce misadjustment of the filter coefficients and the error propagation due to decision errors by using reliable decoded data to update them without introducing a decoding delay. In general, channel equalizatitin may enhance the level of noise in the received signal, because it attempts to converge to the inverse transfer function of the channel. In order to eliminate the ISI without incurring noise enhancement and to improve overall performance, we propose another structure to combine decoding with equalization, an ACDEC, i.e., an automatic canceller that includes a decoder of an ECC. The ACDEC cancels the IS1 by subtracting a regenerated replica of the ISI from the received signal. In the ACDEC, an AEDEC can be used as a reliable preliminary decision device (PDD) to regenerate a replica of the ISI. Through the extension from an AEDEC to an ACDEC, a joint repetitive operation of cancelling ISI and decoding is possible that will asymptotically achieve the optimal performance derived by Gersho and Lim [3] .
As an app~~~h to utilize information from decoding for equalization, we present a method to utilize the reliability of decoded data in order to minimize the misadjustment and error propagation in adaptive equalization due to undetected errors and miscorrected data in decoding. The reliability of decoded data can be measured
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by the number of corrected digits in a word in the case of a block code, while it can be measured by the metric of a surviving path in the case of a convolutional code or a trellis coded modulation scheme.
As another approach to combined decoding and equalization, we propose a modification of a minimum analog weight (MAW) decoding algorithm, which performs soft decision decoding with channel measurement information, in an ACDEC. The information about the ISI obtained in equalization can be utilized to detect or correct correlated errors due to the filter regenerating a replica of the ISI. Since the error patterns with large likelihood can be identified by utilizing information about the ISI, the complexity to calculate the analog weights for error patterns is reduced. Further, adaptive decoding based on this modification can apply to compensate for the variation of a channel if the decoder utilizes the information of the correlation from the filter dynamically.
Finally, in order to evaluate performance of an ACDEC and the joint repetitive operation of cancelling IS1 and decoding, we analyze the error probability performance in the steady state by using a finite states machine model. Convergence and bit error rate properties of the proposed systems in the transient state are evaluated by computer simulations. It is confirmed that an AEDEC and an ACDEC can achieve stable convergence and better adaptability and can improve the error rate in noisy and time varying channels. The proposed adaptive controlling scheme for equalization using the reliability of decoded data and the adaptive decoding scheme for correlated errors due to the IS1 are evaluated by simulations. The results show that by interactively exchanging information between a decoder and an equalizer, combined decoding and equalization can improve overall performance.
Combined decoding and equalization systems
In this section, we describe the model of a transmission system with AWGN and ISI. Two types of structure for combined decoding and equalization are described. One is an automatic equalizer including a decoder for an ECC (AEDEC), which can achieve stable convergence by joint operation of the decoder and the equalizer. The other is an adaptive canceller including a decoder for an ECC (ACDEC), which can eliminate the IS1 without noise enhancement and improve overall performance by introducing a proper delay. Moreover, as an approach to utilize information from decoding for equalization, we propose a method to improve equalization by using the reliability of decoded data.
I. A model" of a transmission system
The basic model of a baseband data transmission system using an encoder and a decoder for an ECC is shown in Fig. 1 . A pulse shape p(t) is used to generate the baseband transmitted data signal from coded data symbols al, a2, a3, . . . . Because of 
and where nk is the sample of the channel noise. The receiver consists of a sampler, a matched filter (MF) for the input signal Xk, and a linear equalizer followed by a decoder for an ECC.
Automatic equalizer including a decoder for an error-correcting code: AEDEC
In an ordinary equalizer, after the training period, the tap values are usually adjusted by employing the previous hard decision results acquired by threshold decisions on the equalized signal. Therefore, decision errors due to noisy estimates either (analogue information) . An AEDEC can realize the joint adaptive operation of an equalizer and a decoder, which are independently operated in conventional receivers.
The essential idea is that the tap values of the ADF, i.e., adaptive digital filter can be updated more reliably than is done in an ordinary equalizer by using the decoded data instead of the hard decision data. However, if the difference between the output Yk_,,, and the decoded digit iik_ N is employed to update the tap values of the ADF -A, &, and B, in Figs. 2 and 3, then the tap values cannot always be adjusted in t .__ _-. _ hp rllrrerrt optima! direction because of the decoding delay time N. The NR-AEDEC and DF-AEDdEC offer improvements in this respect.
In Figs NR-AEDEC,
(79 where pf and &, are the forward and feedback step sizes and where the row vectors F(k), B(k), X(k), and ii(k) are defined by
(119 Since in Fig. 3 it is only decoded data before time instant (k -N)T that can be fed back to ADF-B, at time kT, hard decision results, instead of decoded data, must be fed back to ADF -B, between (k-N+ 1)T and kT, it SPP~S that error propagation may arise as in an ordinary DF equalizer. But the DF-AEDEC can suppress such error propagation by improving the adaptive adjustment of the tap values.
In addition, as shown by dotted lines in Figs. 2 and 3 the output from another decoder, &,,, can be used as the output of the whole system in place of tik+ in order to improve adaptability in time varying channels. From our previous work, it is known that an AEDEC can reduce the misadjustment of the tap values and error propagation due to decision errors. Therefore, in noisy channels and time varying channels, an AEDEC can achieve stable convergence and good equalization without a known training signal and with greater tolerance in selecting the step size. (analogue informat ion)
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Adaptive carweller including decoders: ACDEC
The automatic equalizer which approximates the inverse transfer function of the channel, may enhance the level of noise in the received signal. On the other hand, an adaptive canceller can subtract from the delayed received signal a replica of the IS1 that can be regenerated from the output of such a preliminary decision device (PDD) as a linear equalizer [3, 8, 9] . It can eliminate the IS1 without noise enhancement and approximately achieve the theoretical optimal performance if a reliable PDD can be provided [ 10,121. If the joint adaptive operation of cancellation and error correction is realized efficiently, one is able to obtain a robust system for combating noise and time variation of the channel that achieves more stable convergence and better error probability.
First, we consider a generalized adaptive canceller as shown in Fig. 4 . Wesolowski [12] confirmed from computer simulations that the overall performance of the adaptive canceller depends upon that of the PDD. In order to get a reliable and stable PDD, we can employ the AEDECs shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 4 shows the cascade structure of a generalized adaptive canceller and a decoder. In this structure, the tap values of the canceller's delay line (CAN) and the adaptive matched filter (ADF) are updated by using the hard decision result @i; and the hard decision errors due to preliminary decision errors and to noise components in the output of ADF result in the misadjustment of the tap values.
In order to reduce the misadjustment and improve overall performance, we propose an ACDEC as sh-wn in Fig. 5 that uses the decoded digit &N instead of &_,, for updating the tap values. If the generalized adaptive canceller shown in Fig. 4 is changed only to include the decoder into the final decision device (FDD), then the tap values at time instant kTare adjusted by the error signal &_N--~&, which should be used to obtain the optimal tap values at time instant (k-N)T. In order to solve this problem, an ACDEC is modified in a way similar to the AEDEC.
In an ACDEC, the canceller's delay lines CANl, CAN2 and the adaptive matched filters ADFl, ADF2 have the same structures as the CAN and ADF shown in Fig. 4 . CAN1 and ADFl are operated by using the exact copies of the tap values of CAN2 and ADF2 so that decoded data can be utilized in a way similar to that in an AEDEC in order to minimize the effect of undetected errors and miscorrected data. Therefore, the tap values of CAN 1, CAN2, C'j(k) (j = -44, . . . , M, js0) and those of ADFl, ADF2, H$(k) (j=O, i, . . . . ~5) at time instant kT are updated in an LMS algorithm according to
and W(k+l)= W(k)+pe;_,,,X(k-N),
where p is a positive constant or a step size and C(k), W(k), n(k), and X(k) are multidimensional vectors.
We have described the adaptive joint operation of equalization and decoding, i.e., an AEDEC, and have extended this idea into the adaptive joint operation between cancellation of the ISI and decoding, i.e., an ACDEC. In these schemes, we should choose the appropriate combination of the ECC, its decoding method, and the tap updating algorithm corresponding to the particular transmission channel. In particular, the long decoding time N in an AEDEC and an ACDEC makes it difficult to keep track of the channel time variation because of the long delay in adjusting the tap values. Therefore, we should use a proper code with short decoding time and error-detecting and correcting capability matched to the channel.
Through the extension from an AEDEC to an ACDEC, we note that if cancelling ISI and decoding are jointly repeated as shown in Decoding of error-correcting codes und equalization 137 decoding will asymptotically achieve the optimal performance derived by Gersho and Lim. The complexity of implementation and the delay between the input and the output will increase corresponding to the number of repetitions. However, this scheme will maintain the same adaptability to channel time variation as that of an ACDEC and will improve the stability and the error probability performance.
3. Adaptive control of equalization using the reliability of decoded data
As an approach to utilize information from decoding for equalization, we propose a method to control equalization by using the reliability of decoded data.
In general, every decoded digit is not correct, because errors exceeding the correcting capability of the code may be miscorrected. If the reliability of decoded data is obtained in decoding process, this reliability can be utilized to control the system using decoded data with less effect of miscorrection. The reliability of decoded data has been utilized in a decoding method for doubly encoded codes, such as a concatenated code [4] . In this paper, we show that the reliability of decoded data is useful to control the updating of ADFs in a combined decoding and equalization system, such as an AEDEC or an ACDEC.
If a block code is used as the ECC, the number of corrected digits in the decoded word will indicate the reliability of decoded data and the probability of miscorrection [S] . The larger the number of digits that are apparently corrected in decoding, the higher will be the probability of miscorrection. If a convolutional code or a trellis coded modulation is employed, the reliability can be determined by the minimum path metric in the trellis diagram for Viterbi decoding [6] . The larger the minimum path metric that is a sum of square error: between a received signal sequence and a maximum likelihood path, the higher will be the probability of miscorrection.
We noticed that the error signal &_,,, in Figs. 2 and 3 or &,, in Fig. 5 and the decoded feedback digit &+,, to ADF -B2 in Fig. 3 can be controlled according to the reliability of the decoded digit.
To be specific, the method of controlling ASFs based on the reliability of decoded data can be carried out if in the adjusting terms of equations (4) and (5) of an AEDEC and those of equations (12) and (13) of an ACDEC the error signals ','i@k-N, Yici-N and the decoded feedback digit diCik_/V to ADF -82 are used instead of ii&N, Ei;( _ N and tik _N, respectively. Here, pi and 6i are COIlStantS determined by the reliability "i" of the decoded digit and OS yi,6iS 1. If the decoded digit is not reliable, these constants should be small in order to reduce the undesirable effect of undetected errors and miscorrected data on the updating of the ADF. In this method, the step sizes are adaptively controlled according to the reliability of the decoded data by using pyi instead of p. The constants Yi and ai cafi be optimized by using the following mean square errors within a decoding time "N" as the criteria: 
If the probability of miscorrection is given, the optimal yi and Si, which minimize equations (15) and (16) respectively, can be calculated theoretically [5] .
Adaptive decoding based on combined decoding and equalization
First, we describe a minimum analog weight decoding algorithm. In order to detect or correct correlated errors owing to ISI and filtering, we propose an adaptive decoding scheme in an ACDEC as an approach to utilize information from equalization for decoding. The scheme utilizes the information concerning correlation of errors which can be obtained from the coefficients of the canceller.
A minimum analog weight decoding algorithm
In general, if it is possible to decode a received signal using analog information, i.e., using channel measurement (soft decision) information which is obtained before a hard decision is made. The performance of decoding can thereby be improved in comparison with aii algebraic decoding algorithm using just Hamming distance information, i.e., a bounded distance decoding algorithm. Some decoding algorithms and code designs using analog information have been presented [2, 4, 7] . In particular, Chase's decoding algorithm in which analog weight is introduced to the algebraic decoding, i.e., a minimum analog weight (MAW) decoding, has been modified in order to reduce decoding complexity.
An MAW decoding algorithm can be obtained for a linear binary code by the following process. An error pattern having a minimum Hamming weight EO is obzained corresponding to a syndrome in the same way as in ordinary algebraic decoding. In an MAW algorithm, every error pattern corresponding to the same syndrome as that of EO is a candidate to be selected and is given by Ei= Eo@ai for every ai (i= 1,2, . . . , PY),
WV
where ai= (ail, aj2, . . . , ajN) is a codeword, n is the number of codewords, and @ represents modulo-2 addition bit by bit. An MAW decoder finds the error pattern and the codeword that minimize the a.nalog weight defined as
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where Xp = (X;, Xi, . . . , Xh) is a received signal word, Xi is a difference between a received signal Xi and the hard decision threshold of l/2, and Eji (i = 1,2, . . . , N) represents an element of Ej. Because minimizing (19) means correlation decoding, MAW decoding for a channel with AWGN is equivalent to maximum likelihood decoding. If MAW decoding is used for a code having large number of codewords, the decoding complexity to calculate analog weights for all error patterns will be infeasibly large.
An adaptive decoding scheme for correlative errors due to PSI
An ACDEC can reduce misadjustment of tap coefficients of CANS and ADFs. However, in an ACDEC as well as in a generalized adaptive canceller, there are errors due to miscorrection in the preliminary decision device (PDD). The errors in the PDD lead to enhancement of the IS1 because the CAN generates an incorrect replica of the ISI and subtracts it from the output of the ADF. Therefore, the errors in the PDD may cause more correlated errors in the final decision device (FDD). These kinds of errors are dominant in a channel with a low level of noise.
In this section, we propose an adaptive decoding scheme using information about the ISI, which can be obtained from the CAN, in order to reduce the effect of the errors in the PDD and improve decoding performance. If the output o~+~ of the PDD is compared with that &+M of the FDD in Figs. 4 and 5, the errors in the PDD can be detected. In the steady state where the coefficients of the CANS and ADFs have converged to their optimal values, t he IS1 in the output signals of the ADF can be found from the coefficients of the CAN. Then combination of errors between the PDD and the FDD can be restricted by using the information concerning the ISI.
It is assumed that every coefficient of the CANS and ADFs in an ACDEC has already converged to its steady state value. In this situation, the ACDEC shown in Fig. 5 is equivalent to the generalized canceller shown in Fig. 4 , because the circuits to adjust the coefficients of CAN2, ADF2, yi, and the delay N in Fig. 5 can be omitted. Since the coefficients of the ADF and the CAN converge to the optimal values, i.e., to the coefficients of the matched filter and the samples of the channel autocorrelation function, respectively, the output of the ADF r/k and the output of the CAN Yk at time instant kT can be written as Uk = (EOak + l?a(k)T)/(Eo + a2) + Nk, (21) where is a multi-dimensional vector of the autocorrelation function R(nT) of the channel impulse response h of (2) and has the form
where E. = R(0) and Nk are the result of applying white noise with variance o2 to the matched filter, and a(k) and ii(k) are the multi-dimensional vectors a(k) = [@k+M ,.*.,@k+,,i?k_l,.*.,iik-M] .
W)
Without loss of generality, we normalize the outputs uk and Yk by their maximum absolute value Eo/(Eo-t a2). Therefore, the input of the final decision device zk = uk -Yk can be represented as
where
We note that the input to the FDD can be expressed as the addition of the output of a finite state machine and a noise, because both the channel impulse response and the possible number of states of the CAN are finite. Now we define a state variable 
where in denotes an element of the IS1 except that i. at time instant kT as shown in (25) and may have one of the three values +2rn, -2r,, and 0; +2rn means that the preliminary decisions according to these ISI term +rn are incorrect and the ISI is enhanced, and 0 means that the preliminary decision according to the IS1 term r, is correct and the IS1 is completely cancelled. The input to the FDD can be characterized by (29) and has S= 32M+* possible states. Each such state may appear at various time instants. The transition of the state vector I(k) depends only upon iM, which is a state variable corresponding to the input of the CAN, &+M. The state variables i_M, . . . , io, . . . , iM_ I of I(k + 1) at time instant (k+ l)T can be determined from the state variables i-M+ 1, . . . , il, . . . , iM of I(k) which form a closed ergodic set. Hence, the transitions of I(k) describe a Markov chain. If the probability vector P(k) at time instant kT is defined corresponding to the S = 32M+i possible states of I(k) and the steady state vector (k) is derived by using the Markov matrix, we can obtain the probability of every combination of errors between the PDD and the FDD. Therefore, we can find the error patterns in the FDD that have high probability by utilizing the information about the ISI, i.e., about r,., which can be. obtaiired from the cancellation. The errors in the FDD can be corrected by choosing the error pattern having maximum probability before error detection and correcDecoding of error-correcting code$ and equalization 141 tion in the final decoder. However, we do better to utilize the probability of error patterns in the final decoder, because calculation of analog weights in the MAW decoding can be reduced by selecting candidates for the error patterns. In fact, since an isolated error is dominant in a PDD for the high SNR of most received signals, the selection of error patterns can be simplified. This decoding scheme using information of the ISI can apply to time varying ISI as well as time invariant ISI. VVe can carry out an adaptive decoding scheme corresponding to time variation of a channel by using information about the IS1 from the canceller.
System evaluation
We now theoretically calculate the error probabilities of an ACDEC and the joint repetitive scheme of cancelling IS1 and decoding in the steady state. In order to evaluate the proposed systems for combined decoding and equalization in a transient state, simulation results are shown in comparison with a conventional system.
Error probability of the joint repetitive scheme of cancelling ISI and decoding
In this section, we derive the output bit error probability of an ACDEC and the joint repetitive scheme of cancelling IS1 and decoding by using a model of finite states machine in the steady state where the tap coefficients of the CANS and the ADFs are fixed. In this calculation, for the sake of simplicity, we will use binary antipodal signals with statistically independent equiprobable pulses transmitted over finite impulse response channels and corrupted by white Gaussian noise.
If the asymptotic vector P of the probability vector P(k) mentioned in Section 4.2 is calculated, we can obtain the desired error probability at the output of the FDD, P, expressed as a function F of the bit error probability in the PDD, Pp: Pe = F(P,).
(30)
Let P,(n) and Pd(n) indicate the bit error probabilities at the output of the nth hard decision device and the output of the nth decoder as shown in Fig. 6 . From (30), we obtain the following iterative equation:
If we choose a proper ECC and decoding algorithm for the channel, P&) will be represented by a function of P,(n) &f(n) = WWO).
Then, P&z) can be iteratively expressed as &(n -1). Incidentally, even if the joint repetitive scheme shown in Fig. 6 has no decoder, the bit error probability at the output of the nth hard decision device P,'(n) may be calculated in the same way. Figure 7 shows the output bit error probabilities of two repetitive schemes without and with decoders, i.e., P,'(n) and Pd(n) respectively, corresponding to the number of repetitions 'W', when a (7, 4) Hamming code is used along with the algebraic decoding method for the case of a single interfering precursor, i.e., M= 1 and S=27. In Fig. 7 , P,'(n) and Pd(n) at n = 1 denote the bit error probabilities at the outputs of the hard decision device and the decoder of the PDD in Figs. 4 and 5 , where the cascade structure of a linear equalizer and a decoder is employed as the PDD. From Fig. 7 , it is noted that the joint repetitive scheme for n = 2, which cor- 
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responds to the ACDEC shown in Fig. 5 , can significantly improve bit error probability performance in the steady state without too much complexity of implementation, while the repetitive scheme of only cancelling ISI offers less improvement even for large n, not considering the increase of complexity. Moreover, we note that if this joint repetitive scheme does not include cancellation of the ISI but consists only of decoders, we obtain no improvement in performance.
Simulation results
In the previous section, we investigated the bit error probabilities of the joint repetitive scheme in the steady state where it was assumed that every coefficient had converged to its optimal value. Under this assumption, an AEDEC and an ACDEC would be considered to be the same as the cascade structures of the ordinary equalizer/decoder and the generalized adaptive canceller/decoder shown in Fig. 4 . In practice, however, it is difficult for conventional equalizers or cancel!ers to achieve the stable convergence to the optimal tap values in noisy and time varying channels. An AEDEC and an ACDEC can stabilize the convergence in the transient state and improve the adaptability to the channel time variation. In this section, In the simulations, bipolar (AMI) signalling is used in a channel with IS1 and AWGN. The ('7,4) cyclic Hamming code is used and decoded with an MAY decoding algorithm, because a short block code yields little delay for updating tap values. Input SWR, decoding delay rJ, numbers of taps, and step sizes in the canceller's delay line (CAN) and the adaptive matched filter (MAT) are indicated in Fig. 8 , where the number of taps and step sizes is selected in such a way that fastest convergence can be obtained. Tne X-axis shows the number of iterations of updating tap values, where all tap values are updated every sampling time. Every output bit error rate (BER) is the average of five runs, where each run is calculated bY BER = Accumulated number of output error bits Number of bits during tap-updating interval (33) for the same received signals in every system. Figure 8 shows the bit error rate (BER) performance of the proposed systems in the transient state for time varying ISI, where the ISI is suddenly changed when the number of iterations is 10,000. Type 1 and 2 are a conventional cascade system of a DF-equalizer/decoder and the DF-AEDEC shown in Fig. 3 , respectively. Type 3-l and 3-2 are the cascade of a generalized canceller/decoder shown in Fig. 4 using type 1 and 2 as the PDD. Type 4-l and 4-2 are the ACDEC shown in Fig. 5 using type 1 and 2 as the PDD, respectively. Type 2R and 4-2R are type 2 and 4 utilizing the 
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adaptive control based on the reliability of decoded data mentioned in Section 3. From Fig. 8 , we note that type 3-l and 4-1 have diverged as well as type 1, while type 2, 2R, 4-2, and 4-2R have achieved stable convergence and adaptation even for such an extreme variation of the ISI. Because type 1 is very sensitive to the choice of the step size, some of the runs have diverged because of the misadjustment of the tap values arising from the hard decision errors. Type 1, i.e., the DF-AEDEC, has a greater tolerance to step size values and can reduce the misadjustment. Figure 9 shows the BER performance of the proposed adaptive decoding in type 4-2R for an ACDEC corresponding to the number of selected error patterns mentioned in Section 4. The BER for SNR = 15 and 20 dB are plotted when the number of iterations is 20,000. A total of 16, 11, 6, and 1 error patterns of the (?,4) Hamming code were selected, respectively, by utilizing the information about the ISI, the analog weights of which are calculated in an MAW decoding. The fewer the error patterns that are selected, the higher will be the BER. In particular, the BER for SNR = 15 dB will be considerably high with a few error patterns because errors due to AWGN as well as enhancement of the IS1 will increase.
Conclusion
We have discussed the combination problem for decoding of an ECC and channel equalization in order to impr cvc overall performance on a channel with IS1 and AWGN. If an equalizer and a decoder are jointly operated by exchanging useful information with each other, the combined decoding and equalization can achieve stable adaptation in updating the equalizer and can perform adaptive decoding for a time varying IS1 as well as AWGN. In order to realize the combined decoding and equalization, we have proposed and investigated two types of structure, namely, an AEDEC and an ACDEC, the adaptive controlling of equalization using the reliability of decoded data, and the adaptive decoding of correlated errors using information about the ISI. Since these structures and schemes can be applied to coded modulation as well, the combination of coding/decoding, modulation/demodulation, and equalization will become more important for a higher speed and reliable transmission.
